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Abstract: The airport apron scene contains rich contextual information about the spatial position relationship.
Traditional object detectors only considered visual appearance and ignored the contextual information. In addition，the
detection accuracy of some categories in the apron dataset was low. Therefore，an improved object detection method
using spatial-aware features in apron scenes called SA-FRCNN is presented. The method uses graph convolutional
networks to capture the relative spatial relationship between objects in the apron scene，incorporating this spatial
context into feature learning. Moreover，an attention mechanism is introduced into the feature extraction process，
with the goal to focus on the spatial position and key features，and distance-IoU loss is used to achieve a more accurate
regression. The experimental results show that the mean average precision of the apron object detection based on SA-

FRCNN can reach 95.75%， and the detection effect of some hard-to-detect categories has been significantly
improved. The proposed method effectively improves the detection accuracy on the apron dataset，which has a leading
advantage over other methods.
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0 Introduction

Aircraft stop at the airport apron before or after
the flight，and receive a series of flight ground sup⁃
port services，such as embarking and disembarking
passengers，loading and unloading cargoes，refuel⁃
ing，catering，cleaning rubbish，towing，etc. There⁃
fore，the apron scene includes multiple categories of
objects such as planes，bridge vehicles，platform ve⁃
hicles，refuel vehicles，luggage vehicles，food vehi⁃
cles， rubbish vehicles， and tractor vehicles， etc.
The process of flight ground support services re⁃
quires an ordered coordination and deployment of
personnel，equipment，and information［1］. Various
information of the ground support service process，
such as start and end time nodes，is of great signifi⁃
cance to the airport. However，the acquisition of the

data has relied on the manual filling by ground sup⁃
port staff for a long time. Traditional methods are in⁃
efficient，and the accuracy and completeness of the
data cannot be guaranteed.

Recently，deep learning algorithms have been
increasingly used in airports，and various“smart air⁃
ports”solutions have been continuously proposed.
Utilizing computer vision technology to process the
rich surveillance image resources in airports has also
become a research hotspot in the development of
smart airports. At present，many airports have be⁃
gun to adopt an automatic data acquisition system of
flight ground support service time nodes，which
makes full use of the existing video surveillance sys⁃
tem and network resources of airports. Various ob⁃
jects such as planes， bridge vehicles， and other
ground support vehicles in the apron scene can be
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classified and located on it. Even further，time node
information of each ground support service event
can be automatically extracted and entered，so as to
assist the airport operation and management more
efficiently，accurately and intelligently. The core of
the system is the apron object detection method.

Although the existing deep learning object de⁃
tection methods have achieved promising perfor⁃
mance on many benchmark datasets，there is still
room for improvement of object detection in the spe⁃
cific scene of aprons. On one hand，the traditional
object detection methods only focus on the appear⁃
ance features of the region of interest that may con⁃
tain the object in the image，however，ignoring the
rich context information contained in the image，
such as the context of the relative spatial position re⁃
lationship between the objects. On the other hand，
due to the numerous object categories appearing in
the apron surveillance images，some different cate⁃
gories of ground support vehicles have similar ap⁃
pearances，which makes more difficult in recogniz⁃
ing them if the detection only relies on local visual
appearance. Additionally，there may also be great
differences in the appearance of the same category
of ground support vehicles. As shown in Fig.1，the
three pictures are all a group of luggage vehicles
mounted on the trailers，but there are obvious differ⁃
ences between their appearances. Such a series of
problems also bring challenges to the apron object
detection. To solve these problems，more attention
needs to be paid to the spatial context information in
the special application scene of aprons.

When people watch a scene，they usually do
not recognize each object individually，but make a
correct judgment by considering the surrounding en⁃
vironment. With this ability of integrating context in⁃
formation，human beings can still recognize objects
accurately in complex situations. In the special appli⁃

cation scene of aprons，all kinds of ground support
vehicles have their own basically fixed positions rela⁃
tive to the aircraft according to different tasks. The
relationship context between each object，such as
the relative spatial relationship，can assist the accu⁃
rate recognition of apron objects. As shown in
Fig.2，in the manual of aircraft support facilities，
the servicing diagram of flight ground support vehi⁃
cles shows the spatial distribution of a series of vehi⁃
cles when they provide ground services for the air⁃
craft parked in the apron. The particularity of the
apron scene restricts the spatial position relationship
between objects. To further illustrate the role of spa⁃
tial context information in apron object detection，
we analyze an actual example detected by the faster
region-based convolutional neural network（Faster
R-CNN）［2］ in Fig.3. Since the detector only paid at⁃
tention to the visual appearance，the object in the
enlarged part pointed to by the arrow was mistaken
as a luggage vehicle，while it was actually a refuel
vehicle. Combining the regulation of the servicing di⁃
agram with the position relationship between ob⁃

Fig.2 Servicing diagram of flight ground support vehicles

Fig.3 An actual example of Faster R-CNN in the apron

Fig.1 Luggage vehicles in the apron
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jects，it is clear that the object in this area is most
likely to be a refuel vehicle rather than a luggage ve⁃
hicle. If the relative spatial relationship context be⁃
tween objects is taken into account in the process of
object detection，such a mistake could have been
avoided as far as possible.

To this end，we consider making use of the
spatial context information in airport apron scenes to
improve the performance of apron object detection
method. In this paper，we propose an improved ob⁃
ject detection method called SA-FRCNN utilizing
spatial-aware features in the apron scenes，which is
a variant of Faster R-CNN. Combined with the par⁃
ticularity of apron application scenes，we use the
graph convolutional networks［3］ to incorporate the
relative spatial position relationship context into the
feature representations，via constructing the geomet⁃
ric relationship graph at the region-level，so as to
make up for the limitation of only relying on visual
appearance for detection. Furthermore，an attention
mechanism and an advanced loss function are used
to optimize the detection result.

We make the following contributions in this pa⁃
per. First，we introduce a general method for min⁃
ing the contextual information of relative spatial po⁃
sition relationships between objects in a given image
to enrich the feature representations. Secondly，aim⁃
ing at the particularity of the apron business scene，
we advocate incorporating business rule knowledge
into apron object detection，which has a practical ap⁃
plication value and enlightening significance for the
scene-oriented object detection tasks. Last，we con⁃
duct extensive experiments on the apron datasets，
and the results illustrate that our proposed method
significantly improves the detection accuracy and
has a strong competitiveness compared with other
methods.

1 Related Work

1. 1 Airport apron object detection methods

Currently，object detection methods based on
deep convolutional neural networks can be broadly
divided into two branches：One is the two-stage
methods represented by Faster R-CNN，which as

well includes region-based convolutional neural net⁃
works（R-CNN）［4］，Fast R-CNN［5］，region-based
fully convolutional networks（R-FCN）［6］，etc. In
the first stage，region proposals are generated，and
in the second stage，the method further performs re⁃
gional classification and location refinement. Two-

stage methods have obvious advantages in the detec⁃
tion accuracy. The other is the one-stage methods
represented by you only look once（YOLO） se⁃
ries［7-9］，single shot multibox detector（SSD）［10］，

etc. The core idea is to perform detection by directly
regressing the object location and classifying the cat⁃
egory in grids of the image. One-stage methods
have a higher detection speed，but the detection ac⁃
curacy is relatively low. Anyway， these methods
which only rely on visual appearance features do not
consider the relationship between regions，but re⁃
gard detecting objects in a given image as some iso⁃
lated tasks.

The study of object detection methods for air⁃
port apron scenes has as well drawn the attention of
some researchers recently. Zhan et al.［11］ generated
region proposals based on a streak flow method and
corner pooling，and then used convolutional neural
networks to identify objects in the airport. Han
et al.［12］ proposed an improved Faster R-CNN meth⁃
od for airport scenes combined with multi-scale feature
fusion and online-hard-example-mining（OHEM）.
Huang et al.［13］ proposed an object detection method
based on SSD combined with feature Pyramid fu⁃
sion network for the detection of small apron ob⁃
jects. A deep neural network compression model for
airport apron object detection was proposed［1］，which
achieved a parameter compression on YOLOv3.
The above work has made a promising progress in
detecting apron objects. Differently，the application
scenes of this paper need to subdivide the categories
of vehicles and excavate the spatial context knowl⁃
edge in the apron scenes as much as possible.

1. 2 Relationship context

It is recognized that proper modeling of the rela⁃
tionship context between objects helps humans to
understand the scene. Highly aware of this fact，
there is some previous work devoted to introducing
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the rich contextual knowledge into the computer vi⁃
sion（CV） field. Fang et al.［14］ used a knowledge
graph for modeling semantic consistency relation⁃
ship context between objects，and further re-opti⁃
mized object detection. Jiang et al.［15］mined object-
verb-subject relationship and other external relation⁃
ship context between categories based on label infor⁃
mation from the visual genome（VG）dataset，guid⁃
ing the object detection task. However，these meth⁃
ods cannot be directly applied to object detection for
the apron scenes，since they are limited to specific
datasets and specific contextual knowledge. In addi⁃
tion，there is some related work in the CV field be⁃
sides object detection. Wang et al.［16］proposed rela⁃
tionship context-intersection region for scene graph
generation. For the visual question answering
（VQA） task，Li et al.［17］ designed a relational en⁃
coder to capture the implicit and explicit relationship
context between objects. Yao et al.［18］explored the
visual relationship context for image caption task un⁃
der the umbrella of attention-based encoder-decoder
framework.

1. 3 Graph convolutional networks

Nowadays，graph convolutional networks be⁃
come quite a popular tool to deal with graph struc⁃
tured data. The existing graph convolutional net⁃
works can be divided into two branches：Spatial-
based methods and spectral-based methods. The
spatial-based methods［19-21］ aggregated each central
node and its neighboring nodes by defining an aggre⁃
gation function. The spectral-based methods［3，22-24］

used the graph spectral theory to define graph convo⁃
lution. Representative methods of spectral-based
graph convolutional networks are shown in Table 1.

In recent years，a few researchers have begun
to try to apply graph convolutional networks in ob⁃
ject detection tasks. Liu et al.［25］ integrated graph
convolutional networks into the object detection to
exploit the benefit of category co-occurrence rela⁃
tionship among objects. Yan et al.［26］ proposed a se⁃
mantics-preserving graph propagation model for ze⁃
ro-shot object detection based on graph convolution⁃
al networks. Luo et al.［27］ introduced a cascade
graph model to exploit multi-scale，cross-modality

information for salient object detection. Xu et al.［28］

proposed a spatial-aware graph relation network
（SGRN）for object detection to incorporate seman⁃
tic and spatial relationships between objects，achiev⁃
ing improvements on VG dataset and ADE dataset
in terms of detection accuracy. Kim et al.［29］ pro⁃
posed an object detection framework based on graph
convolutional networks， utilizing spatial relation⁃
ships between different parts of an object.

1. 4 Attention mechanisms in computer vision

Attention mechanisms have been successfully
used for computer vision tasks. The attention mech⁃
anisms in CV are divided into two major types：
Hard attention and soft attention. Their classifica⁃
tion is shown in Fig.4.

Soft attention is a kind of deterministic atten⁃
tion，which can be generated directly through the
network. The spatial attention represented by spa⁃
tial transformer networks（STN）［30］ can capture the
spatial position that needs to be paid attention to in
the image. Channel attention represented by
squeeze-and-excitation networks（SENet）［31］ allows

Table 1 Representative methods of spectral⁃based graph
convolutional networks

Method name

Spectral CNN[22]

ChebNet[23]

CayleyNet[24]

1st ChebNet[3]

Advantage

Generalize to
non⁃Euclidean space

Local convolution,
few parameters
Capture frequency
bands of interest,

flexible
Easy to train,
practical

Disadvantage
Computation⁃
intensive,

large disturbance
High computational

complexity

Weak generalization
ability

Increase in
computational cost

Fig.4 Classification of attention mechanisms in CV
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the network to focus on more useful channels and in⁃
crease learning capabilities. As a combination of
them， the convolutional block attention module
（CBAM）［32］ learns the importance of channels and
spatial locations at the same time，which is a simple
and efficient module. Non-local［33］ uses the self-at⁃
tention mechanism to model remote dependencies，
which is computationally intensive. Differently，the
hard attention like recurrent attention model
（RAM）［34］ is a random prediction process，and ev⁃
ery point in the graph may extend the attention，
which is achieved by reinforcement learning.

2 Methodology

Aiming at the characteristics of the apron appli⁃
cation scene，we propose an apron object detection
method called SA-FRCNN. The architecture of the
proposed SA-FRCNN is shown in Fig.5.

SA-FRCNN model can be divided into four
parts：Feature extraction module，region proposal
generation module， spatial relationship modeling
module，and regression-classification module. In the

apron application scene，the spatial distribution of
objects is in a structured form. In the light of the rel⁃
atively fixed spatial relationship between objects in
the airport apron，the graph convolutional network
is used to model the spatial relationship context to
obtain spatial-aware feature representations. In or⁃
der to pay more attention to spatial information and
key features of the apron objects，and suppress oth⁃
er useless information，we also introduce the convo⁃
lutional block attention module［32］ to redesign the
feature extraction network. We apply distance-IoU
（DIoU）loss［35］ as the bounding box regression loss
function，so as to overcome the deficiency of the
SmoothL1 loss and further improve the object re⁃
gression effect.

2. 1 Spatial⁃aware feature generation

Through the problem analysis，it is found that
the rich context knowledge of relative spatial posi⁃
tion relationship between objects in the apron appli⁃
cation scene is helpful for apron object detection.
Graph convolutional network is a kind of neural net⁃
work which can process graph structure data and
deeply explore its characteristics and rules，deduc⁃
ing the embedding of each object node according to
the features of neighbor nodes. Graph convolutional
network can automatically learn the features of
nodes and the association structure information be⁃
tween nodes. In recent years，it has been widely
used in scene graph generation，image understand⁃
ing and other emerging fields［16-18］. Inspired by these
works，we attempt to introduce the graph convolu⁃
tional network into apron object detection method.
Specifically，the spatial relationship modeling mod⁃
ule is embedded in the original method，and the
graph convolutional network is used to encode the
spatial geometric relationship of the region propos⁃
als generated by the first stage of Faster R-CNN.
Then the region-level advanced feature representa⁃
tions are generated，which are spatial-aware.

In view of the inherent spatial relationship be⁃
tween objects in the apron application scene，we
construct the spatial geometric relationship graph
structure of the apron. This part is mainly used to
obtain the relative spatial position relationship be⁃Fig.5 Architecture of the proposed SA-FRCNN
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tween region proposals of object detection，which
can be formulated as a region-to-region directed
graph

G= (V，E) （1）
where V= { vi } Ki= 1 denotes the set of K region pro⁃
posals，here each node vi ∈ RDv corresponds a re⁃
gion proposal with the Dv-dimensional feature，E is
the set of directed edges between region nodes，and
each edge ei，j ∈ E denotes the relative spatial geomet⁃
ric position relationship of any two region proposals
region i and region j.

By observing the distribution regulation of vari⁃
ous vehicle operating positions in the servicing dia⁃
gram of flight ground support vehicles，this paper
defines four spatial relationship categories. Accord⁃
ing to the angle between the line connecting the cen⁃
tral points of the two regions and the positive hori⁃
zontal direction，the corresponding relationship cate⁃
gories are assigned to the edges，which are upper
right C1，upper left C2，lower left C3，and lower
right C4. As shown in Fig. 6，for two given regions
region i（the solid rectangular box）and region j（the
dashed rectangular box），their spatial positions are
denoted by the coordinates ( xi，yi ) and ( xj，yj ) of the
central point of their respective bounding boxes. A
directed edge ei，j is established from the central point
of region i to the central point of region j，and the an⁃
gle between ei，j and the positive horizontal direction
is marked as θij. ei，j is classified in term of the size of
θij，and the index of the edge category L ( i，j ) is taken
as

L( )i，j =
é
ê
ê

ù
ú
ú

θij
90° （2）

In this way，the structured relative spatial posi⁃
tion relationship information in the apron image is
explicitly modeled through a way of constructing a
spatial relationship graph. Based on the graph convo⁃

lutional network，the spatial relationship on the spa⁃
tial geometric relationship graph is obtained，and
the region proposals in the image are context-encod⁃
ed to generate the new regional feature representa⁃
tions which are optimized to be spatial-aware. The
standard graph convolutional network operates on
an undirected graph structure. After graph convolu⁃
tion operations，by encoding information about im⁃
mediate neighbors， the feature representation of
each node in the graph is computed as

v'i= σ ( )∑
vj ∈N ( vi )

W vj+ b （3）

where W ∈ RDv× Dv and b are the weight matrix and
the bias vector that need to be learnt，respectively，
N ( vi ) denotes the set of neighbor nodes of vi that al⁃
so contains the node itself，v'i is a newly generated
feature representation，and σ an activation function，
generally using the rectified linear unit （ReLU）
function.

However，it does not involve any information
about directionality or label of edge for encoding the
context. The spatial geometric graph G constructed
in this paper is a directed graph，and the edge ei，j of
the graph structure not only has a direction，but also
has different categories of labels L ( i，j ). Inspired by
the work of semantic role labeling［36］，in term of the
structure of directed graph with labeled edges，we
perform the modification on the parameters to be
learnt，so as to make the network sensitive to both
directionality and label of the edge. After graph con⁃
volution operations， the feature representation of
each node can be computed as follows

v'i= σ ( )∑
vj ∈N ( vi )

W dir( )i，j
v j+ bL( )i，j

（4）

where L ( i，j ) denotes the category of the edge ei，j，
dir( i，j ) is used to indicate the direction of information
flow，the value of which is 1 when the information
flows along vi to vj direction，2 when it flows along
the opposite direction of the former，and 3 when it
flows in self-loop. When the direction and the cate⁃
gory of edge are different，the corresponding weight
matrix and bias vector also change.

Considering that the importance of each neigh⁃
bor node to the central node is“unequal”，we add
an attention mechanism［37］ to the graph convolution

Fig.6 Definition of spatial relationship categories
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network，so as to make the network automatically
focus on learning“more important”associated edge
information

v'i= σ ( )∑
vj ∈N ( vi )

αij (W dir( i，j )vj+ bL ( i，j ) ) （5）

αij=
exp ( βij )

∑
m= 1

K

exp ( βim )
（6）

βij=( Zvi )T ⋅(W dir( i，j )vj+ bL ( i，j ) ) （7）

where the weight matrix Z ∈ RDv× Dv is the parame⁃
ters to be learnt，and βij the non-normalized atten⁃
tion score calculated by dot product operation，
which is used to measure the correlation between
two features. αij denotes the attention coefficient of
the whole. In this process，spatial-aware features
are generated via context-encoding of the graph con⁃
volution network，and each region-level feature af⁃
ter optimization is endowed with the rich spatial rela⁃
tionship context information of apron images.

2. 2 Feature extraction network based on atten⁃
tion mechanism

It is well known that humans always selectively
concentrate on salient area instead of processing a
whole scene at once，which is a significant attention
mechanism in the human visual system. Similarly，
in the process of feature extraction of convolutional
neural networks，not all feature information needs
to be equally concerned. Besides，in the process of
aggregating context information，it may inevitably
bring some redundant information. In order for the
network to allocate spatial and channel-wise weights
more reasonably when extracting features，and to
suppress the influence of complex background and
other unnecessary feature information，we introduce
the convolutional block attention module to modify
the feature extraction network in Faster R-CNN and
give the network an ability to properly and selective⁃
ly“pay attention”to salient visual structures.

With the depth of the deep convolutional neural
networks increasing，the ability of the network to
map and express image features is enhanced，how⁃
ever，the increase in network complexity causes the
problems of gradient disappearance and network
degradation at the same time. Hence the residual

network came into being. In this paper，we replace
the original visual geometry group network-16
（VGG16） network with residual network-50
（ResNet50）［38］ as the backbone network. The atten⁃
tion module is a simple and effective lightweight
module that can be integrated into the residual net⁃
work for an end-to-end training. We add the atten⁃
tion module right after each residual block of
ResNet50，and redistribute the weights according to
the channel importance and spatial distribution char⁃
acteristics to enhance the high-value feature repre⁃
sentations while suppressing possible noise. The
structure diagram of the attention module is shown
in Fig.7.

The input feature is represented as
F in ∈ RH ×W × C，where H and W denote the height
and width of the input image，respectively，and C
denotes the number of channels. There is an inter⁃
mediate feature map F r ∈ RH ×W × C after the residual

Fig.7 Structure diagram of the attention module
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module. The channel weight matrix A c (F r )∈ R 1× 1× C

and the spatial weight matrix A s (F c )∈ R 1× 1× C are
generated by the channel and spatial attention mod⁃
ule. The overall process can be formulated as

F c = A c (F r )⊗ F r （8）
F s = A s (F c )⊗ F c （9）
F out = F in⊕F s （10）

where F c ∈ RH ×W × C denotes the feature map gener⁃
ated after F r going through the channel attention
module，and F s ∈ RH ×W × C the feature map generat⁃
ed after F c going through the spatial attention mod⁃
ule. Ultimately， the final result F out ∈ RH ×W × C is
generated by adding F s and F in，⊗ the element-
wise multiplication operation，and ⊕ the element-
wise addition operation.

Channel attention focuses on what features are
meaningful. Firstly，we squeeze the spatial dimen⁃
sion of feature maps by max-pooling and average-
pooling to aggregate spatial information. Two
pooled feature maps based on global information are
obtained，which represent the global distribution of
the response on the feature channel. Then they are
fed into a shared multi-layer perceptron to model the
correlation between feature channels，and two 1 ×
1 × C channel attention maps are produced. Sum
them element ⁃ by ⁃ element to get the channel atten⁃
tion weight matrix A c (F r )，shown as

A c ( F r )= ρ{MLP [ MaxPool ( F r ) ] +
}MLP [ AvgPool ( F r ) ] （11）

where MaxPool ( F r ) and AvgPool ( F r ) denote max-

pooled feature maps and average-pooled feature
maps， respectively，MLP denotes features going
through a multi-layer perceptron，and ρ is the Sig⁃
moid function. Each dimension in the channel atten⁃
tion weight matrix represents the importance of the
corresponding dimension channel to the key informa⁃
tion in feature maps.

Spatial attention focuses on the spatial position
of salient areas，that is，in which position has the
key information. Research results［39］show that per⁃
forming pooling operations along the channel axis
can more effectively highlight the areas containing
key information. As a consequence，the max-pool⁃
ing and average-pooling operations are designed

along the channel dimension. Here，two 1 × H ×
W pooled feature maps are produced. Perform a con⁃
catenation on the two output features，and then they
undergo a convolution operation to learn the opti⁃
mized weights of spatial. In order to capture wider-
range spatial information，we leverage multi-scale
dilated convolution layers with 3×3 kernel size and
dilated ratio 1，2，3. It can obtain larger receptive
field with a small amount of parameters. The pro⁃
cess of spatial attention module is formulated as fol⁃
lows

A s (F r )= ρ ( D 1；D 2；D 3 ) （12）
D i= Ei [ MaxPool ( F c )；AvgPool ( F c ) ]

i= 1，2，3
（13）

where Ei denotes the dilated convolution operation
with convolution kernel size of 3 × 3. The convolu⁃
tion result is denoted as D i，and when i= 1，2，3，
the dilated ratio is 1，2 and 3，respectively.

2. 3 Loss function

The loss function of Faster R-CNN is mainly
divided into two parts：RPN loss and Fast R-CNN
loss. Both parts include the classification loss and
the bounding box regression loss. The only differ⁃
ence is that the former uses two-class cross entropy
loss function in the classification process，while the
latter uses multiclass of cross entropy loss function.
The bounding box regression loss function in Faster
R-CNN is SmoothL1 loss，shown as

LossSmoothL1 = { 0.5x2 || x < 1
|| x - 0.5 || x ≥ 1

（14）

x= t ∗i - t gti （15）
where t ∗i represents the coordinates of the prediction
bounding box， t gti the coordinates of the ground-

truth bounding box，and x the offset between them.
The SmoothL1 loss only considers the distance

between the prediction bounding box and the
ground-truth bounding box，while it ignores the in⁃
tersection over union（IoU） of the two bounding
boxes，that is

IoU= || B∗ ∩ Bgt
|| B∗ ∪ Bgt （16）

where B∗ represents the prediction bounding box，
Bgt the ground-truth bounding box，and ∩ and ∪ are
the intersection and union operations，respectively.
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IoU is an important indicator used to evaluate
the accuracy of the bounding box in the object detec⁃
tion method，however，the SmoothL1 loss is not a
suitable choice to obtain the optimal IoU metric. To
solve it，some researchers have proposed to directly
calculate the gradient through IoU to perform regres⁃
sion. Even so，the problem is that when there is no
intersection between the prediction bounding box
and the ground-truth bounding box，there is no any
moving gradient for further optimization. Conse⁃
quently，we use the distance-IoU loss function as
the bounding box regression loss function，to re⁃
place the SmoothL1 loss in Faster R-CNN，shown
as

LossDIoU = 1- IoU+
γ2 ( )b∗，bgt

c2
（17）

d= γ2 (b∗，bgt) （18）
where γ ( ⋅ ) is the Euclidean distance，c the diagonal
length of the smallest enclosing box covering two
bounding boxes，and b∗and bgt are the central points
of the prediction bounding box B∗ and the ground-

truth bounding box Bgt， respectively. Compared
with SmoothL1 loss，DIoU loss not only directly
maximizes IoU，but also minimizes the normalized
distance between the central points of two boxes.

3 Experiment

3. 1 Experimental environment

Our experiments are conducted on Ubuntu
16.04 operating system；the memory is 8 GB and
the configured GPU is a NVIDIA Tesla V100；the
deep learning framework used in experiments is the
open source library PyTorch，and the language used
is Python.

3. 2 Dataset

Due to the lack of available public datasets in
this field，we construct an airport apron dataset，
which is taken from the real apron environment.
Subject to the special confidentiality of airport data，
current images and annotations of our dataset all
come from No.209 stand of Guiyang Airport apron.
Both daytime scenario and nighttime scenario are in⁃
cluded in the apron dataset，and collected from the

surveillance video data at different times of different
days. The image resolution is 1 980 pixel× 1 020
pixel，and the size of the dataset is 10 075，involv⁃
ing eight categories in total：Planes（Plane），bridge
vehicles（BridgeVehicle），luggage vehicles（Lugga⁃
geVehicle），refuel vehicles（RefuelVehicle），food
vehicles（FoodVehicle），rubbishvehicles（Rubbish⁃
Vehicle）， platform vehicles （PlatformVehicle），

and tractor vehicles（TractorVehicle）. The distribu⁃
tion of the amount of labeled boxes for each catego⁃
ry is shown in Fig.8.

3. 3 Evaluation metrics and implementation de⁃
tails

The performance evaluation metrics for the ob⁃
ject detection methods generally use the average pre⁃
cision （AP） and the mean average precision
（mAP）of all categories. To measure the object lo⁃
calization accuracy，IoU is used to capture the simi⁃
larity between the predicted box and the ground
truth box. If the IoU of them is greater than the
threshold，the object will be considered to be cor⁃
rectly predicted. The performance of objectiveness
localization can be evaluated by IoU-based mAP
metric. Better mAP indicates better localization［40］.
In order to calculate mAP，introduce precision P
and recall R，shown as

P= TP
TP+ FP （19）

R= TP
TP+ FN （20）

where TP（true positive）represents the number of
positive samples actually predicted，FP（false posi⁃
tive） the number of negative samples actually pre⁃
dicted to be positive，and FN（false negative） the

Fig.8 Distribution of the amount of labeled boxes for each
category
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number of positive samples actually predicted to be
negative. It is not comprehensive to evaluate the ob⁃
ject detector only by precision or only by recall，so
it is necessary to evaluate them as a whole. The ap⁃
propriate performance evaluation metric is AP，
shown as

AP= ∫0
1
P (R) dR （21）

The average precision can be calculated sepa⁃
rately for each category，and then we can calculate
the mean of all these averages，which can obtain a
mean average precision mAP to measure the perfor⁃
mance of the object detection method for all catego⁃
ries，shown as

mAP= 1
n∑i= 1

n ∫0
1
P ( )R dR （22）

where n is the sum of the number of all categories
contained in the dataset. As for the speed evalua⁃
tion，frames per second（FPS） is adopted as the
metric，representing the number of image frames
processed per second.

In our experiments，the apron dataset is divid⁃
ed into training set and test set in the ratio of 3∶1.
The network optimizer is stochastic gradient de⁃
scent（SGD）. The training iterations of the network
are 100 000 times，and the learning rate of the first
50 000 iterations is 0.002. Then the learning rate is
adjusted to 0.000 2，and it is attenuated to 0.000 02
when the iteration exceeds 75 000.

3. 4 Experimental results and analysis

In order to verify the superiority of our pro⁃
posed SA-FRCNN in the performance of the apron
object detection task， SA-FRCNN is compared
with different object detection methods. In addition
to the mainstream object detection methods，we se⁃
lect the SGRN model［28］ for comparative experi⁃
ments，which also takes advantage of graph convo⁃
lutional networks to process the spatial relationships
between objects. Table 2 shows the experimental re⁃
sults of Faster R-CNN［2］，SSD［10］，YOLOv3［8］ and
SGRN，and the average precision of each category
is calculated. As can be seen from Table 2，SA-

FRCNN can identify each category of object in the
apron object detection task more accurately.

Through the longitudinal analysis of Table 2，

some characteristics and problems of the apron data⁃
set can be found indirectly. Among the current main⁃
stream object detection methods such as original
Faster R-CNN，YOLOv3 and SSD，the average
precision of rubbish vehicles is relatively low com⁃
pared with other categories. It is due to the fact that
in the apron dataset，the number of object samples
of rubbish vehicle category is small，and the object
detection network is incapable of fully learning all
kinds of feature information of rubbish vehicles as
other categories of objects. Owing to the imbalance
of the number of categories in the dataset，the re⁃
sults show that the detection effect of rubbish vehi⁃
cles is poor. Relatively speaking， the number of
samples of planes and bridge vehicles in the apron
dataset is very sufficient，so that the detection effect
of various object detection methods on them is rela⁃
tively satisfactory. However，for the category of lug⁃
gage vehicles，despite the fact that there are a large
number of object samples in the apron dataset，the
detection effect is still very poor. After analysis，it
is concluded that the reason for this problem may be
the large differences within the luggage vehicle cate⁃
gory：As mentioned above，there are different types
of luggage vehicles in the apron，giving rise to the
obvious differences in their appearance；in addition，
whether and how much luggage is loaded as well
has a certain impact on the appearance of the lug⁃
gage vehicles. As a consequence，the category of
luggage vehicles is more difficult to detect for the
traditional detectors which mainly rely on visual ap⁃
pearance，which leads to a relatively low AP.

Through the horizontal analysis of Table 2，it
can be seen that SSD and YOLOv3 are obviously
worse in detection accuracy，especially for the detec⁃
tion of some small object categories，such as luggage
vehicles，tractor vehicles and so on. The two methods
obtain 77.84% and 79.85% mAP，respectively. Fast⁃
er R-CNN has a significant advantage in accuracy.
Compared with the above three methods，SGRN also
utilizes the graph convolutional networks to integrate
the spatial context and improve mAP. Especially，for
individual categories such as food vehicles and rubbish
vehicles，SGRN achieves better performance than
SA-FRCNN. Presumably it is because that SGRN ad⁃
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ditionally captures a certain semantic relationship.
However，as a whole，SA-FRCNN has a higher de⁃
tection accuracy than SGRN，which means that our
SA-FRCNN can better apply apron scenes and take
advantage of the spatial relationship context in the
apron more effectively. The mean average precision

of SA-FRCNN for eight categories of objects is im ⁃
proved to 95.75%，which is about 17.91%，15.9%，

5.14% and 2.62% higher than that of the above four
methods，respectively. It illustrates that the proposed
SA-FRCNN improves the detection performance
with better localization and classification.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the spatial
relationship modeling（SRM）module proposed in
this paper，we design a comparative experiment.
Table 3 shows the experimental results before and
after using the spatial relationship modeling mod⁃
ule，where SRM_Faster R-CNN denotes that the
spatial relation modeling module is introduced into
the baseline network.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the average
precision values of eight categories of planes，bridge
vehicles，luggage vehicles，refuel vehicles，food ve⁃
hicles，rubbish vehicles，platform vehicles and trac⁃
tor vehicles have been improved with varying de⁃
grees after the addition of spatial relationship model⁃
ing module：The average precision value of luggage

vehicle category in particular has been improved by
7.08%. This is because after the SRM module en⁃
codes the spatial context，the network captures the
relative spatial position relationship between the ob⁃
jects，so as to obtain the spatial-aware features. It
makes up for the limitation of the traditional object
detector before the improvement which only relies
on visual appearance to identify the category of lug⁃
gage vehicles. The optimized region-level features
are endowed with rich spatial-aware relationship in⁃
formation. As a consequence，despite the large dif⁃
ferences within the luggage vehicle category，our
proposed SA-FRCNN can still achieve a satisfacto⁃
ry detection performance.

Nevertheless，compared with other categories，
the improvement of the average precision values of
food vehicles and rubbish vehicles are relatively
less，increased by 0.65% and 0.86% respectively.
In trying to analyze this situation combined with the
apron application scene，it is found that the opera⁃
tion positions of the two ground support vehicles are
almost the same，so that the improvement effect of
two categories of vehicles after integrating spatial
position relationship information is not as apparent
as that of other categories. On the whole，adding
SRM module makes the object detector more in line
with the law of human context perception，which in⁃

Table 2 Experimental results of different object detection methods %

Parameter

AP

mAP

Method
Plane

BridgeVehicle
LuggageVehicle
RefuelVehicle
FoodVehicle
RubbishVehicle
PlatformVehicle
TractorVehicle

Faster R⁃CNN
94.63
90.87
82.14
93.85
90.91
87.85
91.63
93.00
90.61

SSD
91.52
91.84
58.46
74.96
91.33
71.75
75.76
67.10
77.84

YOLOv3
91.90
93.31
61.23
74.14
94.70
79.86
78.18
65.51
79.85

SGRN
97.66
93.74
86.56
94.53
92.42
90.04
92.81
97.28
93.13

SA⁃FRCNN
99.33
98.61
93.55
97.60
92.34
89.57
95.84
99.17
95.75

Table 3 Experimental results before and after introduc⁃
ing spatial relationship modeling module %

Parameter

AP

mAP

Method

Plane
BridgeVehicle
LuggageVehicle
RefuelVehicle
FoodVehicle
RubbishVehicle
PlatformVehicle
TractorVehicle

Faster R⁃
CNN
94.63
90.87
82.14
93.85
90.91
87.85
91.63
93.00
90.61

SRM_Faster
R⁃CNN
98.45
96.83
89.22
95.92
91.56
88.71
93.25
97.21
93.89
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creases the overall mAP value of the baseline net⁃
work by 3.28%. It indicates that capturing the rela⁃
tive spatial position relationship between the objects
can enhance the detection ability for the apron ob⁃
jects.

To thoroughly evaluate the effectiveness of
each modified module，we also conduct extensive
ablation experiments. As shown in Table 4， the
first group uses the baseline network，and the spa⁃
tial relationship modeling module is added to the
baseline network in the second group. In the third
group，attention module is added to further improve
the feature extraction network. In the fourth group
the DIoU loss function is used to replace the
SmoothL1 loss function on the basis of the third
group.

It can be seen from Table 4 that the network
can achieve a better mean average precision value of
93.89% on the apron dataset after adding the spatial
relationship modeling module into the baseline net⁃
work. On this basis，the mean average precision val⁃
ue is increased by 1.03% to 94.92% after integrat⁃
ing the attention mechanism into the feature extrac⁃
tion network. This result shows the effectiveness of
the attention module in the apron object detection
task. The attention module makes the network pay
more attention to the spatial position and key fea⁃
tures of each object in the apron scene，and sup⁃
presses the influence of complex background and
other useless feature information inevitably brought
in the process of context integration. After the
SmoothL1 loss function is replaced by the DIoU
loss function，the mAP value is further increased to
95.75%. The introduction of DIoU loss makes the
model better fit the position relationship between
the predicted bounding box and the ground-truth

bounding box，and makes further efforts to improve
the detection ability and prediction accuracy of the
network.

Fig.9 shows the comparison of AP value of
each category in different groups of ablation experi⁃
ments.

As can be seen from Fig.9，the improvement
effect of the spatial relationship modeling module is
the most evident among the several modules，which
also verifies the guiding significance of excavating
the rich relative spatial position relationship context
among the objects in the apron application scene for
the object detection task. Due to the integration of
the attention module into the feature extraction net⁃
work， the network can learn more representative
features，which makes the detection accuracy of
smaller objects than plane，such as tractor vehicles，
platform vehicles，luggage vehicles，and so on，has
been significantly improved. The introduction of DI⁃
oU loss function has better effect on the detection of
bridge vehicles，platform vehicles and refuel vehi⁃
cles. For rubbish vehicles and food vehicles，the im⁃
provement effect is still relatively slight. It is specu⁃
lated that the reason is the two categories of objects
have the same operation position and similar appear⁃
ance. This result also brings some new enlighten⁃
ment：In the future，we can consider adding the
temporal context information of operation time se⁃
quence of different ground support vehicles to assist
the apron object detection task. From the perspec⁃
tive of the overall trend of the histogram chart，each
module has achieved varying degrees of improve⁃

Table 4 Ablation experiment results

Group

1
2
3
4

SRM

√
√
√

Attention

√
√

DIoU
loss

√

mAP/%

90.61
93.89
94.92
95.75

Fig.9 Comparison of AP value of each category in ablation
experiments
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ment in the average precision of detection，and the
proposed SA-FRCNN can significantly improve the
detection effect of apron object detection task.

The purpose of this paper is aiming at improv⁃
ing the apron detection accuracy under the premise
that the speed meets the actual application require⁃
ments. In order to evaluate the detection speed，we
compare FPS between SA-FRCNN and the base⁃
line Faster R-CNN. The comparison result has been
tabulated in Table 5.

It can be seen from Table 5 that SA-FRCNN
increases the time cost due to the introduction of
modified modules. Considering that the current civil
aviation system usually records data in minutes，the
difference in detection speed between SA-FRCNN
and other methods will hardly affect airport opera⁃
tion. The proposed method meets the actual applica⁃
tion requirements.

We also visualize the results of object detection
on the apron dataset，as shown in Figs. 10，11. In
Fig.10，the refuel vehicle is mistakenly identified as
a luggage vehicle by Faster R-CNN. Since our SA-

FRCNN considers the context of the spatial position

relationship between the objects on the apron
scenes，the object is correctly detected as a refuel
vehicle according to the spatial distribution of the ob⁃
jects. In Fig.11（a），Faster R-CNN fails to detect a
rubbish vehicle and one of the luggage vehicles，
while SA-FRCNN in Fig.11（b）has ability to cor⁃
rectly recognize and locate the rubbish vehicle and
the luggage vehicle. In addition，it can be found that
compared with the baseline network，SA-FRCNN
can improve the prediction confidence of each object
in the apron and locate the objects more accurately.
Fig.10 and Fig.11 are the daytime scenario and
nighttime scenario of the apron，respectively. No
matter in the daytime or in the nighttime with a rela⁃
tively low contrast，SA-FRCNN can detect each
object accurately with a better performance. In gen⁃
eral，the visualization results prove the rationality
and effectiveness of SA-FRCNN for airport apron
object detection task.

4 Conclusions

This paper proposes an improved object detec⁃
tion method （SA-FRCNN） for airport apron
scenes，which takes the particularity of the apron ap⁃
plication scene into account. We innovatively make
full use of the spatial-aware features which provide
abundant spatial position relationship context infor⁃
mation between apron objects in the detection pro⁃

Table 5 FPS of two object detection methods

Method
FPS

Faster R⁃CNN
10

SA⁃FRCNN
7

Fig.10 Visualization results in the apron at daytime

Fig.11 Visualization results in the apron at nighttime
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cess. Additionally，an attention mechanism and DI⁃
oU loss are also used. Extensive experiment results
show that our SA-FRCNN achieves more accurate
localization and classification results on the apron da⁃
taset，and the situation of false detection and missed
detection has also been rectified，which illustrates
the success of introducing airport special business
scenario knowledge to assist the apron object detec⁃
tion task. The proposed method is greatly instruc⁃
tive and referential for solving scene-oriented object
detection tasks.
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SA⁃FRCNN：一种改进的机场停机坪目标检测方法

吕宗磊 1，2，陈丽云 1，2

（1.中国民航大学计算机科学与技术学院，天津 300300，中国；

2.中国民航信息技术科研基地，天津 300300，中国）

摘要：机坪场景下包含丰富的空间位置关系上下文信息。传统目标检测器往往只关注单一的视觉外观而忽略上

下文信息；此外机坪数据集中部分类别识别准确率较低。针对上述问题，提出一种改进的机场停机坪目标检测

方法，称为 SA⁃FRCNN。该方法利用图卷积网络来捕获机坪场景下目标间的相对空间关系，将空间位置关系上

下文融入模型生成空间感知特征；在特征提取过程中引入注意力机制，聚焦机坪目标的空间位置和关键特征；使

用距离交并比损失实现目标更精确地回归定位。实验结果表明，SA⁃FRCNN方法在机坪数据集上目标检测均

值平均精准度达到 95.75%，部分较难检测类别的检测效果提升显著；有效提高机坪目标检测的准确性，较其他

方法具有领先优势。

关键词：机坪场景；目标检测；图卷积网络；空间上下文；注意力机制
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